BioMed Central titles in the KB's e-Depot (updated: 16 July 2009)

Acta veterinaria Scandinavica
AIDS research and therapy
Algorithms for molecular biology
Annals of clinical microbiology and antimicrobials
Annals of general hospital psychiatry
Annals of general psychiatry
Annals of surgical innovation and research
Arthritis research
Arthritis research & therapy
Asia Pacific family medicine
Australia & New Zealand health policy
Behavioral and brain functions
Beilstein journal of organic chemistry
BioData mining
Biology direct
Biomagnetic research and technology
Biomedical digital libraries
Biomedical engineering online
BioPsychoSocial medicine
Biotechnology for biofuels
BMC anesthesiology
BMC biochemistry
BMC bioinformatics
BMC biology
BMC biotechnology
BMC blood disorders
BMC cancer
BMC cardiovascular disorders
BMC cell biology
BMC chemical biology
BMC clinical pathology
BMC clinical pharmacology
BMC complementary and alternative medicine
BMC dermatology
BMC developmental biology
BMC ear, nose and throat disorders
BMC ecology
BMC emergency medicine
BMC endocrine disorders
BMC evolutionary biology
BMC family practice
BMC gastroenterology
BMC genetics
BMC genomics
BMC geriatrics
BMC health services research
BMC immunology
BMC infectious diseases
Clinical and molecular allergy
Clinical practice and epidemiology in mental health
Comparative hepatology
Conflict and health
Cost effectiveness and resource allocation
Cough
Critical care
Current controlled trials in cardiovascular medicine
CytoJournal
Diagnostic pathology
Dynamic medicine
eHealth international
Emerging themes in epidemiology
Environmental health
Epidemiologic perspectives & innovations
Epigenetics & chromatin
Fibrogenesis & tissue repair
Filaria journal
Frontiers in zoology
Genetic vaccines and therapy
Genetics, selection, evolution
Genome biology
Genome medicine
Geochemical transactions
Globalization and health
Gut pathogens
Harm reduction journal
Head & face medicine
Head & neck oncology
Health and quality of life outcomes
Health research policy and systems
Hereditary cancer in clinical practice
Human resources for health
Immunity & ageing
Immunome research
Implementation science
Infectious agents and cancer
International archives of medicine
International breastfeeding journal
International journal for equity in health
International journal of health geographics
International journal of mental health systems
International seminars in surgical oncology
Journal of autoimmune diseases
Journal of biological engineering
Journal of biology
Journal of biomedical discovery and collaboration
Journal of biomedical science
Journal of brachial plexus and peripheral nerve injury
Journal of carcinogenesis
PMC physics B
Population health metrics
Proteome science
Radiation oncology
Reproductive biology and endocrinology
Reproductive health
Respiratory research
Retrovirology
Saline systems
Scandinavian journal of trauma, resuscitation and emergency medicine
Scoliosis
Source code for biology and medicine
Sports Medicine, arthroscopy, rehabilitation, therapy, and technology
Substance abuse treatment, prevention, and policy
Theoretical biology & medical modelling
Thrombosis journal
Thyroid research
Tobacco induced diseases
Trials
Virology journal
World journal of emergency surgery
World journal of surgical oncology
The international journal of behavioral nutrition and physical activity
The Italian journal of pediatrics

Total amount of titles: 222